
 Propagandize This! 

LGBTQ Russia, Past and Present 

 

 
 

RUSS 033/LITR 033R; eligible for GSST credit 

T/Th 2:40-3:55 

Kohlberg 334 

Lev Nikulin, lnikuli1@swarthmore.edu 

Office hours (starting Week 3): 

Tuesdays 4-5 

Thursdays 1-2 

Other times and over Zoom by appointment 

 

ALL-PURPOSE ZOOM LINK: 

https://swarthmore.zoom.us/j/89825172222 

(Use this for office hours, Zoom classes, extra meetings, and anything else.)  

 

 



 

Course Description: 

In 2013, the Russian government passed a law forbidding the “promotion of nontraditional sexual 

relations to minors” – that is, restricting and potentially criminalizing any open discussion of LGBTQ 

identities or direct acknowledgment of the existence of LGBTQ people in Russia. Arriving as part of a 

turn towards socially conservative policies by the Putin regime, this legislation has bolstered homophobic 

forces within Russia and unleashed violence on LGBTQ Russians. A key element of modern Russian 

homophobia is the idea that LGBTQ identities are modern inventions, recent and artificial. In this painful 

context, it is vital to understand and study what came before as well as what exists today. 

In this course, the title of which is taken from the hashtag #пропагандируйэто or #propagandizethis used 

by online activists as a tongue-in-cheek response to the law, we will consider the lives and legacies of 

LGBTQ lives in the Russian Empire, the USSR, and post-Soviet Russia, considering them in their 

historical settings and in the context of ongoing resistance and struggle. What strategies of survival have 

queer subjects in Russia used? How have they tried to find each other, and have they been successful? 

How have they understood themselves and how do they approach the question of their lives and identities 

today? 

 

 

Course organization: 

Most of our course materials will not be on Moodle, but will be in the 033 Google Drive folder - here is 

the link: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DitwcDHl7wCjiRZCHzG7ou23AdIdrhyt?usp=sharing 

Please make sure you can access it, since this will be our go-to place for information and materials! It’s 

set to be viewable by anyone in the Swarthmore network, but if you’re having issues or are using a 

different email, you can send me a request to access. Check that you can see the syllabus, the forum, and a 

“Materials” folder. 

The syllabus will be updated with new or updated information throughout the semester (though the topics 

and weeks will not change drastically). For week-to-week readings and assignments, please refer to my 

weekly emails, where I will also give important updates on upcoming due dates, presentations, etc. 

 

Office hours: I will be holding scheduled office hours on Tuesdays (4-5) and Thursdays (1-2) and am 

also available to speak outside of those times, by Zoom if you prefer. Feel free to stop by even if you 

don’t have a specific issue or question! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DitwcDHl7wCjiRZCHzG7ou23AdIdrhyt?usp=sharing


  

Weekly assignments: 

1.   Read/view materials by the Tuesday or Thursday they are listed 

2. Come to class ready to discuss  

3.   Write one forum post per week about one or more works discussed per week 

 (One per week, not one per class) 

 

Other assignments: 

Presentation: one 15-minute presentation; slots assigned during the first two weeks of class 

Midterm paper: 4-5 page analysis paper 

Final paper: 8-10 page analysis paper; alternative project formats possible 

 

 

Grading calculation: 

Class participation:   20% 

Forum posts:    10% 

Presentation:    15% 

Midterm paper:    25% 

Final paper:    30% 

 

Grading policies, deadlines, etc.: 

As the semester goes on, I’ll provide rubrics for upcoming assignments, and am happy to help brainstorm, 

talk about your progress on assignments, etc. I am generally unable to provide detailed comments on 

drafts, but am happy to go over them with you and can give you general guidance. Also, as a general rule 

and heads up, I grade the most strictly and give the most feedback-per-page early on in the semester, 

because your first pieces of writing are the best opportunities to course-correct and address any issues.  

I do not penalize late submissions - the deadlines are there as a way of keeping us all on track but can be 

adjusted if needed. However, please let me know that you need more time so that I am not worried! The 

more you keep me in the loop, the more ability I’ll have to work with you. If I’m concerned about your 

progress, I’ll always try to check in with you directly before escalating to folks in admin roles (but am 



happy to work with them too). If you’re behind in whichever way, please continue to do what you can - 

e.g., if you’re behind on written assignments, don’t let that stop you from coming to class. I 

fundamentally care much more about you getting as much as you can out of the course than I do about 

deadlines (at all times, but especially during an ongoing pandemic). 

 

Participation and attendance: 

Class discussion is a crucial part of this course, so please try to come to class ready to discuss the works 

assigned for that day. I’ll go over expectations for class discussion during our first weeks, but the upshot 

is that participation is important and that I’ll try to structure class in such a way that people with different 

styles/preferences have opportunities to contribute.  

You can be absent twice without any effect on your grade. After that, absences will start to factor in; 

however, there are ways to make up for the work you missed - this is likely to include elements such as 

(for example) extra forum posts on the materials discussed the day(s) you were absent, attending relevant 

events, coming to office hours to discuss the materials, etc. The goal is to create ways to make up the 

work without penalizing you for illness and life circumstances. 

And always, but especially now, please do not come to class if you’re sick!  

 

 

 

Accessibility: 

I aim to prioritize accessibility in this course. The first component of this is adherence to Swarthmore 

policy on accessibility and disability: 

If you believe you need accommodations for a disability or a chronic medical condition, please 

contact Student Disability Services (Parrish 113W) via email at 

studentdisabilityservices@swarthmore.edu to arrange an appointment to discuss your needs. As 

appropriate, the Office will issue students with documented disabilities or medical conditions a 

formal Accommodations Letter. Since accommodations require early planning and are not 

retroactive, please contact Student Disability Services as soon as possible. For details about the 

accommodations process, visit the Student Disability Services website. You are also welcome to 

contact me [the faculty member] privately to discuss your academic needs. However, all 

disability-related accommodations must be arranged, in advance, through Student Disability 

Services. 

I also recognize that this policy does not address all access needs. If there is an accommodation that will 

improve your ability to engage with the course material or class discussion or will improve your 



experience of this course, please do not hesitate to let me know and I will do my best to work with you so 

long as the solutions we come up with do not jeopardize academic standards, fairness, other students’ 

work, or your overall experience of the course. If you’re not sure what could help, I’m happy to 

brainstorm solutions. I will not penalize you for seeking accommodations - if it helps, I need and use 

accommodations myself. 

 

         Required books: 

Wings, Mikhail Kuzmin (by Week 4) 

Out of the Blue: Russia’s Hidden Gay Literature, edited by Kevin Moss 

Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia, Dan Healey 

  

         Optional/further reading: 

The Women’s Decameron, Evdokiia Nagrodskaia  

Brian James Baer, Other Russias: Homosexuality and the Crisis of Post-Soviet Identity 

Diana Lewis Burgin, Five Hard Pieces 

Dan Healey, Russian Homophobia from Stalin to Sochi 

Simon Karlinsky, The Sexual Labyrinth of Nikolai Gogol 

David Tuller, Cracks in the Iron Closet 

Helena Goscilo andAndrea Lanoux,, Gender and National Identity in Twentieth-Century Russian Culture 

Eliot Borenstein, Men without Women: Masculinity and Revolution in Russian Fiction, 1917–1929 

  

         Schedule: 

  

Week 1: January 18 - January 21 - PREP WEEK 

This week we will start to get introduced to each other and start on some readings. We will have no 

scheduled meetings this week; your work will consist of reading two texts, viewing a intro/short lecture 

video that I will upload by midweek, and completing a few assignments due this Friday. 



Materials for week 1: 

1. Watch intro video/short lecture (I will email the link by midweek) 

2. Read “Leaflet,” Yevgeny Kharitonov  

3. Read Dan Healey, Introduction: “2013 – Russia’s Year of Political Homophobia”  

Due on Friday, January 21st, by noon: 

1.  Logistics - make sure you can access the Google Drive folder for 033. Email me with any issues. 

2. Logistics - stop by or schedule a meeting with me to take place during Week 1 or Week 2. This 

will be a short meeting, mostly to say hello and touch base - no prep needed. I'll be on campus 

this and next Thursday if you'd prefer to come by in person - you can stop by anytime 11AM-

1PM or email me for other times. I'll also be available by Zoom.  

3. Fill out and submit the intro questionnaire to me by email to lnikuli1. 

4. Write a forum post using the “033 Forum” Google Doc in the course folder. We’ll go over 

requirements for forum posts later - for now, try to engage with at least one of the assigned 

materials and write a solid paragraph (~150 wds). Questions, reflections, etc. are welcome, as are 

reactions and responses to your classmates. I may drop in to comment here and there. 

 

Week 2: Hints and Traces of the 19th Century (ZOOM WEEK) 

Tuesday, January 25: Hints and traces: queer readings of canonical authors 

- Pushkin, “Letter to Vigel,” “Imitation of the Arabic” 

Thursday, January 27: Interpreting the closet 

- Nikolai Gogol, “Nights at the Villa,” “The Old-World Landowners” 

- Simon Karlinsky, The Sexual Labyrinth of Nikolai Gogol, pp. 1-3, 23-30 

 

Week 3: Negotiating Gender: Aleksandr Aleksandrov 

Tuesday, February 1: 

- Nadezhda Durova/Aleksandr Aleksandrov, The Cavalry Maiden: Journal of a Female Russian 

Officer in the Napoleonic Wars, excerpts 

- Durova/Aleksandrov’s correspondence with Pushkin 

Thursday, February 3: 

- The Hussar Ballad (1962) 



 

Week 4: The First Flight 

Tuesday, February 8: 

- Mikhail Kuzmin, Wings, “A Summer Affair” (poems) 

Thursday, February 10: 

- Wings continued; poems by Kuzmin 

 

Week 5: Experiments of the Silver Age 

Tuesday, February 15: 

- Marina Tsvetaeva – Girlfriend cycle; On a Red Steed from Five Hard Pieces (optoinal: 

commentary by Diana Lewis Burgin); “Letter to an Amazon” 

-  

- Poems by Sophia Parnok, Zinaida Gippius 

Thursday, February 17:  

- Silver age poems 

- Lydia Zinovieva-Annibal, “Thirty-Three Abominations” 

 

Week 6: The Soviet Period 

Tuesday, February 22: 

- Soviet and Post-Soviet Sexualities, pp. 16-31 

- 2. Francesca Stella, Lesbian Lives in Soviet and Post-Soviet Russia, pp. 26-66 

Thursday, February 24: 

- Kadence Leung, "Translating the Homoerotic From and Into Russian" 

-  Gennady Trifonov, "Two Ballets by George Balanchine," excerpt 

-  Gennady Trifonov, from Letters from Prison 

- Olga Krause, poems and "Marriages" text 

 



Week 7: Beauty in Cinema 

Tuesday, March 1: 

- Ivan the Terrible Part I (1944), dir. Sergei Eisenstein 

Thursday, March 3: 

- The Color of Pomegranates (1969), dir. Sergei Parajanov; James Steffen, The Cinema of Sergei 

Parajanov, excerpts. 

 

SPRING BREAK 

 

Week 8: The Collapse: Cinema and sexuality in the ruins of empire 

Tuesday, March 15: 

- Hammer and Sickle, dir. Sergei Livnev 

- Daniil Turovsky, “The Trans Man Whose Pioneering Surgery Was A State Secret For Decades” 

Thursday, March 17: 

- The Country of the Deaf, dir. Valery Todorovsky; Julie Dorf 

- Masha Gessen, “From Russia With Homo-Love” 

 

Week 9: New Gay Literature 

Tuesday, March 22: 

- Evgeny Kharitonov, “One Boy’s Story: How I Got Like That”; “The Leaflet”; “Alyosha-

Seryozha” 

- Vladimir Makanin, “The Prisoner of the Caucasus” 

Thursday, March 24: 

- Dmitri Kuzmin, poems 

- Alexander Anashevich, poems 

 



Week 10: 90s pop and underground scenes: 

Tuesday, March 29: 

- Queer aesthetics in 90s music videos: Boris Moiseev, Shura, Bogdan Titomirov, Oskar, Valerii 

Leontiev, TaTu, Ruki vverkh, Butch, Nochnye snaipery, Diana Arbenina, Zemfira 

- Stephen Amico, Roll Over, Tchaikovsky!: Russian Popular Music and Post-Soviet 

Homosexuality, excerpts 

Thursday, March 31: 

- Magazines/newspapers/samizdat/zines of the 90s: Omskaia tema, Gay Times, V temu, Golubok; 

David Tuller, Cracks in the Iron Closet, excerpts 

 

Week 11: Russian Queer Tragedy: (Un)happy Endings and Futurity 

Tuesday, April 5: 

- Jolly Fellows, dir. Felix Mikhailov 

Thursday, April 7: 

- The Thaw (2013, mini-series), excerpts 

 

Week 12: Activism and Struggle: 

Tuesday, April 12:  

- Welcome to Chechnya (see email with timestamps for particularly violent scenes) 

Thursday, April 14: 

- Gay Propaganda, eds. Masha Gessen and Joseph Huff-Hanon, excerpts 

- “Big Open Closet / Trans in Russia” short documentary 

 

Week 13: Is there a path forward? 

Tuesday, April 19: 

- Contemporary Queer Plays by Russian Playwrights: 



- Introduction 

- Summer Lightning, Andrey Rodionov and Ekaterina Troepolskaya, p. 19 

- A City Flower, Elizaveta Letter, p. 279 

Thursday, April 21:  

- “Satisfaction Challenge” cadets dance controversy: original video, coverage of the backlash 

- New queer musicians: article on Augustine and Angel Ulyanov 

- SADO: case study of a contemporary trans Russian musician 

- Glavnaia stsena appearance 

- Interview with SADO 

 Week 14: Conclusion 

Tuesday, April 26: 

- F Letter: New Russian Feminist Poetry, eds. Galina Rymbu, Eugene Ostashevsky, Ainsley 

Morse, excerpts 

- Here I Come webseries, season 1 

Thursday, April 28: Conclusion, presentations of final works in progress 

 

 


